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Introduction
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This document contains broad features on some of the Investment Opportunities
available to investors to invest in mutual funds investing in Foreign Equities such as US,
Developed Europe, China & the emerging markets

v Understanding the Equities Landscape Globally

v Why Invest outside India

v Market Outlook

v Suitable Funds

v Taxation



International Equities Landscape
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Source: BCG Global Asset Management Report – 2019, DSP AMC



Why Global Asset Classes can be complex to analyze
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Why one needs to be a Global Investor
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Source: ICICI Pru AMC, data as on 31st December 2019

Markets around the
Globe perform differently
each year, diversification
to International Markets
may allow investor’s
portfolio to deliver better
returns compared to
domestic markets

Portfolio
Diversification

No Tax Impact 
on Rebalancing

Right mix of Developed 
and emerging markets

Hedge against 
rupee depreciation



Why one needs to be a Global Investor
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Source: Bloomberg, DSP Investment Managers

Rupee Depreciating? – Global Market Investments will help you to minimize the 
impact on overall portfolio

INR has been in a depreciation trend since 1990 barring 2002 –2008 period



How Consumption Patterns are Changing
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Rising Affluence – We consume more foreign brands than ever………



US Markets
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Source: Investopedia, 

• US GDP – USD 21.5 trillion

• Stock Market Capitalisation in US – USD 33 trillion approx

• Market Cap to GDP – 156%

• Annual inflation rate in the United States rose to 2.3% in December 2019 from 2.1% in the previous
month and in line with consensus views. This marked the highest rate since October 2018. The core
inflation rate, which excludes items like food and energy, was the same at 2.3%, matching market
expectations. Consumer price inflation increased 2.3% in 2019, marking the highest rise in eight yrs,
after a 1.9% uptick in 2018

• As expected, the Federal Reserve’s Open Market Committee (FOMC) held its policy rate steady in
the 1.50% - 1.75% range. This was the second consecutive meeting at which the Fed declined to
reduce interest rates after three successive cuts between July and October of last year

• While both hiring and wage growth softened somewhat in 2019, the unemployment rate remains
close to an all-time low at 3.5%. The Fed still believes that this low jobless rate will eventually lead to
a general rise in prices, but has also made it clear that inflation moderately breaching its 2% target
for a short time will not necessarily compel it to hike rates



US Markets
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Source: the balance.com, The Federal Reserve
, 

U.S. Economic Outlook 2019, 2020, 2021, And 2022

Compare the projected rates for growth, unemployment, inflation, and manufacturing



US Markets
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Source: Blackrock 

• The Standard & Poor’s 500-stock index, which tracks the biggest American companies, has
registered a total return of about 256 percent, or 13.5 percent annually, since the beginning of 2010

• The stock market has contributed to a high degree of economic satisfaction across the country, on
top of a very low unemployment rate and modest but steady economic growth, surveys show

• Technology stocks were the market’s story of the decade. Apple, Microsoft and Amazon became the
first American companies to crack the $1 trillion mark in total stock value

• Corporate profitability is stagnating (it even went backwards slightly in Q3 compared to the
previous year), trade frictions remain unresolved and many macro-indicators are pointing to
weakening growth. However, the market has clearly taken a more positive view that renewed
monetary stimulus and the upcoming presidential election can breathe fresh life into the economic
cycle

• Stock market returns may be limited in 2020 due to a weaker growth environment, lower profit
margins and unrealistic earnings expectations (S&P 500 earnings growth expectations are
currently +10% for 2020). Companies which are able to demonstrate the ability to grow could be
increasingly rewarded by the market. This is underpinned by ongoing innovation in the sector,
although sentiment towards the sector is also dependent on a benign outcome in the presidential
election. The ongoing trend towards digitilisation could also benefit large technology companies



China
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Source: Investopedia, 

• US GDP – USD 14.4 trillion – contributes 15% to World GDP

• Private sector contributes 60% of China’s GDP

• Stock Market Capitalisation in US – USD 5.23 trillion approx.

• Market Cap to GDP – 36%

• Country has natural resources worth USD 23 trn, 90% of which are coal and rare earth metals

• China has the worlds largest banking sector assets of USD 39.93 trillion

• Exports from China – 21.57 trn usd (19% of GDP)

• China’s Shanghai Stock Exchange P/E – 13.51 in feb 2020. All time high PE of 71.38 in Oct 2007 and
9.59 in May 2014

• Fx 1 USD = 6.99 Yuan



China
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Source: Investopedia, 

• China's economy is expected to grow 5.8% in 2020, compared with 6.1% in 2019, according to 
estimates by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

• In part, that's because China's government has stepped up with policy support, like interest rate 
and tax cuts, during the past year, and that is slowly finding its way into the economy

• While geopolitical concerns about the US-China trade war could continue to cause volatility, we 
remain focused on stocks with policy support, strong domestically-driven earnings and quality 
franchises. These stocks are in the technology and software, automation, high-value-added 
manufacturing, healthcare, insurance sectors and select consumer sub-sectors.

• At the outset, China—despite its enormous size—is still one of the fastest-growing economies in 
the world and has been supported by accommodative monetary policies throughout 2019. 

• The country continues to progress steadily on its financial and economic reform journey, while its 
stock markets remain home to a vast number of fast-growing innovative companies. 

• At the same time, valuations of China stocks remain cheap compared with those of US stocks. 
Increasingly, global equity indices, such as those of MSCI, are adding China A-shares as 
constituents. All these factors have helped propel China equities meaningfully higher during the 
year



China
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Source: UBS, OECD, November 2019 

China: Real Economic Growth YoY (%), 2007-2024 (f)

China Real Estate

• domestic demand is holding up quite well.- Retail sales remain strong, despite fears around the 
trade war, with official statistics showing 9.2% growth YTD, according to China's National 
Bureau of Statistics

• Fundamental drivers like upbanisation (124 mn ppl will move to Chinese cities between 2020-
30) & upgrading remain robust

• RE is 10% of China’s GDP in 2017



China

14Source: https://insights.nikkoam.com/articles/2019/12/china-equity-outlook-2020?region=japan

• China’s economy is much different today from where it was in the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s. In the
1990s, for instance, it was about one-tenth the size of that of the US. Today, the Chinese economy is
only about half the size of the US economy and is the second largest in the world. In the current
context, given the sheer size and maturity of China’s economy, sustaining annual growth rates of
around 6% is still a remarkable feat in our view

• Moreover, the quality of China’s current economic growth is much better than that of yesteryear,
when its GDP was largely driven by infrastructure investments funded by debt. China’s past economic
model—driven by exports and fixed asset investments in infrastructure and property—produced a
number of undesirable results, such as pollution, corruption, a high level of leverage and over-capacity.
The model also pushed too much capital into less productive areas, resulting in a decline in overall
economic efficiency

• In recent years, the country has been increasingly focused on achieving quality and sustainable
growth through consumption, research and development, and targeted investments in innovative
industries.

• In late November 2019, MSCI announced that it completed the final phase of its 20% partial inclusion of
China A-shares in its widely-tracked equity indices. Increasing the weights of China A-shares in MSCI
indices by raising the inclusion factors to 20% has boosted the global exposure of China domestic
equities, induced more foreign funds to buy China A-shares and injected liquidity into China’s stock
markets, which are now more accessible to global investors. China stocks, including A-shares, could
make up around 40% of the MSCI Emerging Markets index, according to MSCI

https://insights.nikkoam.com/articles/2019/12/china-equity-outlook-2020%3Fregion=japan


Emerging Markets
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Emerging markets equities ended the year on a strong note, up 18.4% in US dollar terms, after a year 
of uncertainty that tracked global uncertainty about growth and trade

If Donald Trump decides to play nice, the Fed remains a benign influence, and China's growth 
stabilises, emerging-market equities could do rather well in 2020



Emerging Markets
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Source: ICICI pru AMC. Data as on Dec 31, 2019, EM – Emerging Markets; Flows of China, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Philippines, South 
Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam are considered as representative of Emerging Markets



Emerging Markets
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Source: ICICI pru AMC. Data as on Dec 31, 2019, EM – Emerging Markets; DM – Developed Markets; EM Returns- MSCI Emerging Markets 
Index Calendar Year Returns; DM Returns- MSCI World Index Calendar Year Returns 



Developed Europe
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• The European Central Bank (ECB) has already announced more easing measures, including a return 
to asset purchases. The key will be whether individual countries will follow suit in terms of fiscal 
stimulus. With former IMF chief Christine Lagarde now in charge at the ECB, it will be interesting to 
see if she tries to persuade governments to do more to promote growth

• European stock markets rallied over the quarter ending December 2019 driven by UK election results 
(conservative majority and reduced “no-deal Brexit” risks) and US-China trade developments (“Phase 
One” deal). Investors were happier to take on more risk with ‘cyclical’ parts of the market (companies 
whose performance is linked to the business cycle) outperforming ‘defensive’ areas (companies 
whose earnings are relatively stable throughout the business cycle) 

• Prior to December’s election, Johnson was hindered by more hard-line Eurosceptic factions of his own 
party and heavily relied upon the support of the Democratic Unionist Party—which gave the 
Conservative Party a working majority in Parliament

• Over the last 30 or so years, the FTSE 100’s (Leading Index of UK containing 100 blue-chip stocks 
listed on LSE). CAPE ratio has averaged 18.4. The current value of 15.6

• Looking at CAPE data for multiple indices globally over many decades, I think a ratio of 16 is, for 
now, a better estimate of the true long-term average

• A dividend yield of 4.4% for the FTSE 100 is below the average yield of 3.6%, so on a dividend yield 
basis the FTSE 100 also looks somewhat cheap



Developed Europe
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Developed Europe
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Suitable Funds
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Global Funds

• ICICI Prudential Global Advantage Fund – FOF
• PGIM Global Equity Opportunities Fund

US Oriented Funds

• Franklin India Feeder - Franklin U.S. Opportunities Fund – Growth
• DSP US Flexible Equity
• Motilal Oswal Nasdaq 100 FOF

Developed Europe

• Edelweiss Europe Dynamic Equity Offshore Fund

Emerging Markets

• Edelweiss Emerging Markets Opportunities Equity Offshore Fund

China

• Edelweiss Greater China Equity Offshore Fund



ICICI Prudential Global Advantage Fund – FOF
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• Investment Strategy - Fund invest in an optimum proportion to Developed & Emerging Markets 
depending on the views of the fund manager

• Portfolio Monitoring - Regular review of macroeconomic variables, models and country risk factors. 
Regular meetings with economic analysts for view on global economy

Source: ICICI Prudential AMC, data as on 31st December 2019



PGIM Global Equity Opportunities Fund
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• Feeds into Jennison Global Equity Opportunities – Aum of USD 2.7 bn USD

• Investment Philosophy – Invests in a portfolio of market leading companies with unique business models,
positively inflecting growth rates, and long duration competitive advantages. Fundamental research focused on
duration and magnitude of growth lays the foundation for identification of high earnings growth companies.
Broad fundamental research leverages Jennison’s 50-year history of growth stock investing to target a very
select group of companies with the following attributes

• Investment Theme - On Demand, Rising Consumer Affluence, AI& Robotics, Health Care & Payment
Gateways. High Growth Portfolio with EPS growth of 28% and PE of 33

Source: PGIM India Mutual Fund, data as on 31st December 2019

Top Holdings –
Amazon.com 5.9%, 

Master Card 5%
NIKE 4.2%, 

Edwards Lifesciences 4%
LVMH  3.9%
Safran  3.8%
Adyen 3.6%
Ferrari  3.5%

Lululemon Athletica 3.3%
Facebook 3.3%. 

Total top 10 - 40.5%



Franklin India Feeder - Franklin U.S. Opportunities Fund
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• Feeds into Franklin U.S. Opportunities Fund (FIF-FUSOF)– Aum of USD 4.51 bn USD

• Investment Philosophy – Growth: Focus on companies that can produce sustainable earnings and cash flow
growth. Quality: Identify high quality companies with strong management and financial strength. Valuation:
Assess whether the growth opportunity is already reflected in the stock price

Source: Franklin Templeton Asset Management Company, data as on 31st December 2019



DSP US Flexible Equity Fund
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• Feeds into Blackrock global funds – US Flexible Equity fund (BGF - USFEF) – AUM of USD 1.47 bn

• Investment Philosophy –The Fund normally invests in securities that, in the opinion of the Investment Adviser,
exhibit either growth or value investment characteristics, placing an emphasis as the market outlook warrants.
Blend of Value & Growth. PE is 17.91

Source: DSP Investment Managers, data as on 31st December 2019



Motilal Oswal Nasdaq 100 FOF
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• NASDAQ 100 Index includes top 100 domestic and international non-financial companies listed at NASDAQ
Stock Market, it includes companies across computer hardware, and software, telecommunications,
retail/wholesale trade and biotechnology. Trailing PE of 28 as on dec 2019

• Index is reviewed in December each year. Index has very long track record, first index values starts since
January 31, 1985 with base value of 125

• While the Nasdaq-100 is home to some of the most well-known names in technology— including Apple,
Microsoft, Alphabet, Intel, and Facebook—the index also includes category-defining companies on the forefront
of innovation in other key industries such as Amgen, Starbucks, and Tesla

Source: www.indexes.nasdaqomx.com; Weights Data as of Dec 31, 2019; Motilal Oswal AMC

Index Composition 
Breakdown



Edelweiss Europe Dynamic Equity Offshore Fund
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• Feeds into Blackrock global funds – JPMorgan Funds –Europe Dynamic Fund- AUM of USD 859  Million. 
Objective of the fund is To maximise long-term capital growth by investing primarily in an aggressively 
managed portfolio of companies of countries that are part of the Eurozone ("Euroland Countries").

• Investment Philosophy – Good business - We consider the quality of the company through its profitability,
sustainability of earnings and capital allocation discipline Attractive Valuation - We look at a company’s
valuation to assess if its future prospects have been incorrectly estimated by the market. Outlook Improvement
- Assessing the operational momentum of the business and how is this being reflected in expectations

• Multicap: 76% stocks >10bn Euro Market Cap. 17% stocks EUR 4bn-10bn. EUR 2.6% EUR 1.5bn-4bn. No of
stocks -63, Sector Cap at 35%

Country Breakdown
Switzerland - 21.3%.                 
France - 19.2%       
UK -18.6%     
Germany - 15% 
Nethwrlands 7.4% 
Austria- 3.1%,   
Spain-2.7%   
Sweden-2.6%

Sectoral Break-dpwn

Materials -11.3% 
Insurance -11%
Consumer Durable - 6.9% 
Software-5.9%
Capital Goods-5.3%
Banks 5.2%, 
Food Beverages & Tobacco - 5.1%

Top Holdings
Roche 5.1%
Zurich Insurance 2.9%
Linde 2.2 %
Novartis 4.2 %
Allianz 3.1%
GlaxoSmithKline 3.0 %
ASM International 1.7% 
Taylor Wimpey 1.8%
Kering 2.1%
Nestle 4.9%
Total 31.0%

Source: JP Morgan Asset Management as on 31st December 2020. Edelweiss Asset Management



Edelweiss Emerging Markets Opportunities Equity Offshore 
Fund
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• Feeds into  JPMorgan Funds –Emerging Market Opportunities Fund- AUM of USD 859  Million. Objective of 
the fund is To maximise long-term capital growth by investing primarily in an aggressively managed portfolio 
of emerging market companies

• Portfolio Characteristics – 12 month forward PE 13.1, Dividend Yield 3.1%, No of stocks 83

Source: JP Morgan Asset Management as on 31st December 2020. Edelweiss Asset Management



Franklin India Asia Equity Fund
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Investment Strategy – Focus on Asian companies or sectors (excluding Japan) with long term potential across 
market capitalisation. No of stocks – 46 as on 29th Nov 2019

• Portfolio Characteristics – 12 month forward PE 17.7, Dividend Yield 1.9%, No of stocks 55

Source: JP Morgan Asset Management as on 31st December 2020. Edelweiss Asset Management



Track Record of the International Equities oriented funds
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Taxation on the International Equities oriented funds
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• From a taxation perspective, international funds are treated on par with
debt mutual funds

• For a holding period of less than three years, the investor is required to pay
short term capital gains tax on the profits at his/her tax slab

• When the fund is held for more than three years, the investor will get
indexation benefit as the profit is treated as long-term capital gain. Post
indexation, the gain is taxed at 20 per cent

• Dividends received from these funds will be taxed as per Investors Income
Tax slab. We suggest to invest in growth option

We suggest investors to refer to their tax consultants for more clarification on
taxation



This material has been prepared for information purpose only and on the basis of publicly available information,
internally developed data and other sources believed to be reliable. Accumen Wealth Advisors Private Ltd does not
warrant its completeness and accuracy. It does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any security or other
financial instrument. Publishing lists of products merely indicates the funds and securities which we deal in and shall not
be construed as recommended schemes by Accumen Wealth Advisors Private Ltd . List of funds and securities is non-
exhaustive and non-advisory in nature and should not be relied upon as a substitute for professional advice. Clients are
advised to consult their investment advisors and not base their investment decisions on the publication made. Clients are
advised to obtain individual financial advice based on their risk profile before taking any action based on the information
contained in this material. Clients alone shall have the right to choose their investments and shall be responsible to invest
in with their objectives and risk appetite, for which Accumen Wealth Advisors holds no liability. Accumen Wealth
Advisors Private Ltd and/or its clients may have positions in the securities mentioned in the report and may offer to buy
or sell such securities or any related investments. Accumen Wealth Advisors Private Ltd does not guarantee the
performance of products listed in the collateral and accepts no responsibility whatsoever including any loss suffered by
clients resulting from investing in such funds. Although Accumen Wealth Advisors Private Ltd endeavours to provide
accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received
or that it will continue to be accurate in the future.

Thank You
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Mumbai
Accumen Wealth Advisors Private Ltd  
Rise Mumbai, 1902, 19th Floor,Tower B,
Peninsula Business Park, Lower Parel,  
Mumbai - 400013
Mobile: +91 9769677272

+91 7977528105
Email: saurav@accumenadvisors.com

Kolkata
Accumen Wealth Advisors Private Ltd  
Unit H605A, Diamond Heritage,
16 Strand Road,
Kolkata - 700001
Phone : +91 33 66451281
Mobile: +91 9831793018,

+91 9830449456
Email: alok.jain@accumenadvisors.com 

rajiv.jain@accumenadvisors.com

For any queries you may also write to us at info@accumenadvisors.com or visit our  
website www.accumenadvisors.com

http://accumenadvisors.com
http://accumenadvisors.com
http://accumenadvisors.com
http://accumenadvisors.com
http://www.accumenadvisors.com/

